THINGS
CHOREOGRAPHERS: Rich and Sherry Little
12604 S.E. 8TH ST. Vancouver, WA 98684
(206) 256-9850 OR 1-800-388-3525
RECORD: THINGS (Atlantic Oldies Series #OS 13147) time 2:33
Artist Bobby Darin
FOOTWORK: OPPOSITE THROUGHOUT
PHASE: III+1 RHYTHM CHA CHA
SEQUENCE: INTRO-A-B-C-B-A-B-ENDING
MEAS INTRODUCTION
1 - 4
WAIT; WAIT; APT. PT, PT;
1-2 Wait two meas in bfly;;
3-4 Step apt L, pt R; step R tch L to R;
PART A
1 - 6
OPEN BREAK; CRAB WALKS;; FENCE LINE; NEW YORKERS;;
1
Rk apt strongly on Left while extending free arm up,
recover on
Right lowering free arm step sd close sd;
2-3 Fwd right crossing in front of left, side left, fwd
right crossing
in front of left/sd left, fwd right crossing in
front of left; Sd
left,fwd right crossing in front of left,side
left/close right, sd
left;
4
In bfly lunge thru with bent knee looking in the
direction of lunge
recover side/close, side;
5-6 Step thru left to left open position, recover right
to face,
sd/close side; Repeat using opposite
footwork;
7 - 8

HALF BASIC; WHIP;
7-8
Fwd left, recover right, side/close, side; Back
right turning 1/4
left fc, recover fwd left continuing turn 1/4 side/
close, side;
(Women: Fwd left outside of man on his left side,
fwd right turning
1/2 left fc, sd/close, sd;

PART B
1 - 8
CHASE;;;; TWIRL VINE CHA; REV TWIRL VINE CHA; NEW YORKER;
SPOT TURN;
1-8
Fwd left turning right fc 1/2, recover fwd right,
fwd left/cl right
fwd left; Fwd right turning left fc 1/2, recover fwd
left, fwd right
/cl left, fwd right; Fwd left, recover right, back
left/cl right,

bk left; Bk right, recover left, fwd right/cl left,
fwd right;
Sd left,behind right, sd left/cl right, sd left; Sd
right, behing
left sd right/cl left, sd right;
(WOMEN does a right fc twirl 2.
sd/cls, sd; Left fc
twirl
2,
sd/cls,
sd)
Repeat
meas.
5
of
part
A;
Crossing in front turning on crossing foot, recover turning, step
sd/cl, sd;(Note last time thru part B end spot turn with a pickup
down LOD)
PART C
1 - 8
ALEMANA;; LARIATE;; NEW YORKER; SPOT TURN; HALF BASIC;
WHIP;
1-8
Fwd left, recover right, sd left/close right, sd
left; Bk right,
recover left, sd right/cl left, sd right; (WOMAN: Bk
right, recover
left, sd right/cl left, side right;
Fwd left crossing in front of
right turn right fc,
fwd right continuing turn, sd left/ cl right,
sd
left;) In place step, step, step/step, step; Step, step,
step/step, step; (WOMAN: Walks aroung man fwd, fwd,fwd/cl, fwd;
Fwd,
fwd, fwd/cl,fwd;) Repeat meas. 5 of part A;
repeat meas. 8 of part B;
Repeat meas. 7 and 8 of
part A;;
ENDING
DIAMOND CHA;;;; TWIRL VINE CHA; WRAP AND HOLD;
1-6 Fwd left turn left fc, side right continuing left fc
turn to end in
bjo DCR , bk left/cl right, bk left; Back right
turning left fc, sd
left continuing left fc turn to DWR, fwd right/cl
left. fwd right;
Repeat meas 1 and 2;; Repeat meas 5 of part B;
(WOMAN wraps to
MANS right side and hold;

1 - 6

